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Abstract Users_ expectations towards technology, in

terms of quality, service availability and accessibility

are ever increasing. Aligned with this, the wireless

world is rapidly moving towards the next generation of

systems, featuring cooperating and reconfiguring ca-

pabilities for coexisting (and upcoming) Radio Access

Technologies (RATs), so that to improve connectivity

and reduce costs. In this respect, conventional plan-

ning and management techniques ought to be replaced

by advanced schemes that consider multidimensional

characteristics, increased complexity and high speeds.

To this effect, means are needed capable to support

scalability and to cater for advanced service features,

provided to users at high rates and cost-effectively.

This article provides a scheme to optimize resource

management in future systems, by describing a plat-

form that accommodates engineering mechanisms that

deal with dynamic, demand driven planning and

managing of spectrum and radio resources in reconfig-

urable networks. To do so, it first discusses the fun-

damentals and the approach followed in the proposed

architecture and then investigates the basic functional

modules. The architecture is validated through a set of

use-cases that exemplify the operational applicability

and efficiency in a wide range of communication

scenarios.

Keywords advanced spectrum management (ASM) .

dynamic network planning and management (DNPM) .

hybrid functional architecture for radio and spectrum

resource efficiency . joint radio resource

management (JRRM)

1 Introduction

Along with the general globalization trends and the

increasing nomadic lifestyle of individuals, comes the

desire that all services and amenities that are available

Fat home_ should also be available on the move.

Ideally, services should be provided having the same

appearance and usability, but being adapted to the

local offerings that may be disposable in the tempo-

rarily visited area. This applies in particular to services

offered or accessible via communication technology;

the world of telecommunications, specifically, has been
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for some time undergoing radical changes that include

not only technology developments, but also a com-

plete shift of the operating, usability and deployment

paradigms.

The evolution of wireless communications can be

described as the migration of the available Radio

Access Technologies (RATs) towards an integrated,

global system that provides connectivity tailored to the

needs of the services a user may chose to utilise. These

Bbeyond third generation’’ (B3G) systems are aiming at

the provision and support of complex compound

services, transmitted at high data rates yet still in a cost

effective manner. Forecasts have been predicting that

such systems will be interconnected using IP technology

forming a common, agile and seamless all-IP [1]

architecture. Besides further integrating the telecom-

munications and Internet world, such architecture is

expected to support scalability, simple and dynamic

integrate-ability and any form of mobility. In this

context, the possibility to optimally use the different

RATs together and the coordination of the available radio

and spectrum resources are major challenges. The defini-

tion of a global infrastructure called BB3G wireless access

infrastructure’’ [2] will have to consider this. There will

be the need to constantly optimise the available radio

resources and dynamically plan spectrum assignment

between the different partaking systems.

This convergence will be facilitated through the

coexistence and cooperation of new but also existing

RATs [3–6]. Conventionally, networks are optimised

for static demand patterns, whereby radio network

planning considers the peak/busy hours and networks

are over-specified during non-peak hours. Integrating

many networks would increase this inefficiency. How-

ever, the trend towards defining networks more

flexibly and to make them adaptive (reconfigurable)

[7] to match the actual demands will help to reduce

these inefficiencies. Networks" interworking requires

cooperation among Network Operators (NOs), so as

to jointly handle extreme traffic situations [8, 9], by

splitting traffic among their RATs. For this purpose,

all available RATs (and their spectrum and radio

resources) should be accessible and usable by both, the

available network segments and also by the terminals.

Reconfigurable radio networks [7], complementing

Software Defined Radios (SDR) [10], are able to

dynamically adapt their behaviour to the varying

environment requisitions, by exploiting the possibility

to reconfigure pre-installed components. In other

words, they allow their networks to dynamically select

and configure the set of the most appropriate RATs

and spectrum bands, in order to better handle service

area regions or time variant requirements [11-13].

However attractive such evolution may sound, its

implementation will be far from simple. Optimisation

of resource and spectrum usage is tightly linked to the

deployment scenarios, and for each deployment case, a

different approach may provide the optimum, or at

least, best possible solution. Aligned with these con-

siderations, the herein described framework consti-

tutes a promising step towards a holistic definition of

spectrum and radio resource optimisation mechanisms.

The article presents, in particular, a functional archi-

tecture of a radio and spectrum resources optimisation

platform that can be deployed in the anticipated future

compound communication systems. The platform incor-

porates three optimisation techniques, each of which

tackles a different range of application scenarios: Dy-

namic Network Planning and Management (DNPM),

Advanced Spectrum Management (ASM) and Joint

Radio Resource Management (JRRM).

The following section introduces the features of the

proposed architecture; then the remaining sections

describe the different technologies and provide simu-

lation results indicating the levels of gains achievable

when DNPM, ASM and JRRM are concurrently

deployed.

2 The resource management platform

Future networks, based on a variety of cooperating

technologies, require engineering methods for radio

planning, resource management and network manage-

ment. The different functions required need to control

the network configuration in accordance with the

features and capabilities a network provides. Most

routers and switches building the backbones of current

networks are already remotely reconfigurable; the

same is increasingly true for access nodes, base stations

and access points in the different types of access

networks. Having such a versatile network environment

will require (as aforementioned) intelligent engineering

techniques, to be able to make best possible use of the

available resources. NOs will rely on such methods in

their operations for the main reason that they will

continue to get the most out of their spectrum licenses

as well as getting the higher performance out of their

infrastructure. The engineering methods proposed aim

to facilitate the dynamic configuration and reconfigu-

ration of the available network, radio and spectrum

resources. This implies for the regulators that the

handling of licensed and unlicensed spectrum may need

to change significantly, hence progressive regulation

and spectrum policies will be required to support such

flexibility, and some progress towards such progressive
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regulation has already been made [14]. Challenges for

manufacturers include the introduction of flexibility

and re-programmability for both individual platforms

(network nodes) including the base stations, Radio

Network Controllers and the RF front ends and, in the

long term, for radio terminals.

2.1 Overall framework for resource optimisation

The here described framework concentrates on the

network aspects, and in particular on the different

optimisation needs of different use cases within such a

composite radio environment. The framework is an

amalgamation of different advanced resource manage-

ment mechanisms including (I) dynamic planning and

management of the reconfiguration needs of network

segments/elements, (II) the advanced (flexible/intelli-

gent) management of spectrum and finally (III) the

joint management of radio resources. Details of

DNPM, ASM and JRRM are provided in the next

sections.

The framework is captured in a functional architec-

ture that brings together DNPM, ASM and JRRM

(see Fig. 1). Each management mechanism caters for a

different family of load and usage scenarios (as

described in [7]) whereby each of the functions

implemented depends on spectrum, demand, time

and geographical scales. In this respect, the architec-

ture is organised in three encapsulated loops: inner,

middle and outer loop. In the time domain, ASM and

JRRM are dealing with the very short and short time

scales for small (user centric), local (single cell) and

medium (a set of neighboured cells) geographical

areas. These tasks are supported by the inner and

medium loop. On the outer loop, the DNPM facilitates

the medium and longer term management of radio

resources to different services and RATs. A compre-

hensive discussion of the architecture can be found in

[15].

From within the outer-loop, the network will first be

planned and managed and DNPM will give a recom-

mendation to the NO about the time and space

(location area) and the spectrum that should be

assigned to cater for the predicted/demanded load.

For this purpose, information exchange with ASM is

necessary, in terms of acquaintance with the available

spectrum (i.e., available spectrum bands and indication

about the duration they can be used). NOs have,

beside their technical considerations, also clear busi-

ness interests, thus the Inter Operator Economic

Manager (IOEM) will decide how to trade spectrum

based on the advice of the Inter Operator Resource

Management (IORM), but also on the NOs intrinsic

economic policies (i.e., in form of a cost function). The

IOEM can offer and demand spectrum depending on

expected traffic. The DNPM uses the spectrum trading

results and the Global Spectrum Allocation Management

(GSAM) computes the best opportunity for spectrum

Figure 1 Functional blocks
overview.
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division to the operator"s RATs. This first process aims at

long-term resource assignments, yet the decisions are

based on input from mechanisms implemented in the

middle-loop.

In the middle-loop a Local Spectrum Economic

Manager (LSEM) trades the spectrum of each base

station to the users; again a pricing function will apply.

Based on the trading results (i.e., potential gains) the

Local Spectrum Allocation Management (LSAM)

assigns, to each user, the gained spectrum as a number

of General Resource Elementary Credits (GRECs)

which are the elementary frequency–time units offered

per RAT.

Finally, the JRRM allows the fastest reaction to

load and demand changes and therefore represents the

inner-loop. Its task is to trigger and manage vertical

handovers and to optimize spectrum usage using traffic

splitting over different RATs. If, due to this JRRM

optimisation, a user does not need the whole spectrum

gained (assigned), the unused spectrum can be reused

by other users. In this case the JRRM triggers the

LSAM in the middle-loop to rearrange the spectrum.

2.2 Business models and functions classification

in space and time domains

Spectrum optimisation is in one instance a technical,

but also an economics process. The functional archi-

tecture considers a set of underlying business models,

or Beconomic’’ models. These models consider

Fresources’ (scrambling code, time slot, frequency) or

HW/SW (RF part, backbone, wired segments, anten-

nas, sites) as tradable good. The business models relate

to the business transactions that occur when resources

are shared. Two different sets of business models are

considered: user to NO, and NO to NO.

User to NO (UE <=> NO): transactions occur

between one user and one or several BS or AP, i.e.,

between one user and one or several cells. Each user

deals directly with the AP or BS. The BS/AP is then in

charge of granting the resources to the winning users.

NO to NO: transactions occur when several oper-

ators have to share resources dynamically. The two

approaches followed are:

NO to NO via meta-operator (MOP): the meta-

operator (MOP) is in charge of collecting the

different NOs’ resources demands/offers and their

associated biddings. The MOP is also in charge of

assigning the resources to the winning bidders. In

this case, the Funcorrelated’, Fpartially uncorrelat-

ed’ and Fcorrelated pool’ principle could be

applied. Currently, only the Fcorrelated’ approach

is considered (i.e., both NOs operate similar

systems in neighbouring bands).

NO to NO in peer to peer: transactions occur

directly between NOs (peer to peer) without the

need of a MOP. Transactions also based on

bidding strategies. The relevance and applicability

of the business models, mapped to space domain

are depicted in Fig. 2.

The figure also defines the applicability of the mecha-

nisms within the spatial domain, as explained in the sequel.

Figure 2 Business models
and function classifications in
the space time domains.
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User level: ASM applies within a given cell hosting

several users. Each user interacts with the base

station (BS) or access point (AP) to negotiate the

data rate (i.e., amount of spectrum) with respect to

the link to set up between the user and the BS

(respectively AP).

Cell level: The ASM applies between a limited set of

cells on a limited coverage area. Spectrum is shared

on a cell by cell basis between these cells.

Regional level: ASM applies for a large area, i.e., for

a large set of cells. Spectrum is shared on a spatial

basis, implementing sharing between adjacent areas.

In summary, DNPM, ASM and JRRM are the main

components within the functional architecture. Having

introduced the overall framework, the remaining sec-

tions aim at exemplifying the role of the different entities

that actually implement the optimisation. The assump-

tion behind all mechanisms is based on a common set of

realistic allocation scenarios and problems ([7]). This is

achieved through indicative use cases that bring into

view the impact of the entities’ operation.

3 Dynamic network planning and management

for reconfigurable network segments

A basic model for finding network segment reconfigura-

tions will enable systems cope with perpetual demand

changes as well as transforming environment-initiated

resource requirements. The way this model functions and

can be supplemented by learning/cognition capabilities are

described in this section.

3.1 Problem description

The overall problem that DNPM addresses is shown in

Fig. 3. The input to the problem is classified into three

main categories: (I) context; (II) profiles; (III) policies.

Context information specifies the demand per user

class and service, as well as the capabilities of alternate

configurations, currently not in use by the element.

Profiles provide information on user classes, terminals

and applications. User class profiles describe the

permissible QoS levels per application, the impor-

tance, or Butility’’ of each QoS level for the user class,

and the maximum tolerable cost. Terminal and ele-

ment profiles provide the capabilities in terms of

permissible configurations. Application profiles pro-

vide also the permissible QoS levels. Policies are related

with the objectives of the NO and the strategies to

achieve them. The offers of cooperating networks [8]

can provide the cost per QoS level, and traffic volume,

associated with affiliated NOs.

The output of the problem is classified into the

following categories: (I) allocation of RATs and

spectrum to transceivers of the segment; (II) allocation

of QoS levels to the users; (III) allocation of demand

to RATs. Moreover, separate solutions can cater for

the efficient management of resources when the

allocation of RATs and spectrum to transceivers

comprises 3G technologies [9], as well as when

WMAN are selected for operation in the segment.

However, the work presented herein focuses on the

general solution pattern that addresses arbitrary con-

figurations.

The allocations should optimise an objective function

associated with the following: (I)user classes should be

allocated to their most preferred QoS levels, i.e., those

that maximise the aggregate utility volume; (II) the cost

of reconfiguring the network should be minimised. The

latter can be associated with the number of transceivers

that change RATs or spectrum. This implies that if

several solutions lead to the same aggregate utility

volume the one requiring the minimum number of

changes should be retained. Additionally, the different

allocations should respect the constraints deriving from

the context, profiles and policies.

Figure 3 DNPM—overall
problem description.
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3.2 Solution method

The solution process is divided into four phases, in

order to reduce the complexity of the solution. During

the first phase, sub-problems, which may be solved in

parallel, are launched. In each sub-problem, there is a

transceiver configuration, i.e., an allocation of RATs

and spectrum to transceivers. The capabilities of this

configuration will be explored in the next two phases,

and finally, the fourth phase will consist in the

selection of the best solution.

In the second phase, in each sub-problem (i.e., for

each transceiver configuration found in the first phase),

there is an allocation of demand to transceivers, at the

basic QoS levels. The configuration explored in the sub-

problem has certain capabilities in terms of capacity and

coverage. Therefore, each user (demand portion) can

be served by a set of transceivers. The user is allocated

to the best transceiver according to the policy (e.g.,

selection of the one with the largest available capacity).

The phase stops when all users are allocated to trans-

ceivers, or when the demand that cannot be served by

the configuration exceeds a certain threshold.

In the third phase, there are attempts to improve

QoS (which was assigned at the basic level in the

previous phase). QoS levels are gradually augmented,

in a greedy manner, starting from those that lead to a

larger increase in the utility volume (and hence, users’

satisfaction). The algorithm stops when no more QoS

increase is possible, due to either user profiles, or

available capacity.

Finally, the fourth phase includes the selection of

the best configuration. The configurations have scored

a certain performance in the previous two phases. This

performance derives from the provision of desired

QoS levels. This is reflected in utility volumes. A

policy based decision is required for selecting the best

configuration. An approach can be to select the

configuration that requires the least changes on the

already established configuration.

3.3 Indicative results and discussion

An indicative example, test case is used for showcasing

the benefit of reconfigurations. Test cases are obtained

by appropriately configuring context, profiles and

policies information. Context information is provided

in Fig. 4.

Our focus is on a cell that is served by an element of

the reconfigurable network. Users request two services

according to nine patterns. Users are uniformly

distributed in the service area. In each pattern there

is a certain percentage of data and voice sessions.

Application profiles show that the voice service should

be provided at 16 kbps, and data service at 32, 64, 128

or 256 kbps. The user-class profile says that the utility

volume for voice is 1, and that those corresponding to

the data QoS levels are 2, 4, 8 and 16 respectively.

Element profiles show that they are equipped with

three reconfigurable transceivers. Each may select

between two arbitrary configurations, c1 and c2.

Context related input informs us also that the achiev-

able capacities of c1 and c2 are 2 Mbps and 4 Mbps

respectively, while the coverage pattern for c1 is about

twice the coverage of c2. The NO policy is to offer

voice through c1, and data through c1 and c2.

Figure 5 shows the performance of the three

possible element configurations: (c1, c1, c1),z (c1, c1,

c2) and (c1, c2, c2). (c1, c1, c1) denotes that all three

transceivers are configured in c1 mode, etc. Perfor-

mance is expressed in terms of the aggregate utility

volume that derives from the QoS levels offered.

At the very initial demand patterns, where voice

sessions dominate, (c1, c1, c1) configuration is the only

feasible one. So, the value of the aggregate utility

volume, indicatively for case 1, derives from the fact

that there are 260 sessions at QoS level 1 (with utility 1).

As data sessions increase, and voice traffic decreases,

a note-worthy superiority of (c1, c1, c2) configuration is

observed. The two c1 transceivers are adequate for

serving voice, as well as data sessions outside the range

of the c2 transceiver. The c2 transceiver can be

dedicated to offering higher QoS, with respect to cases

1 and 2, to data sessions in its coverage range. E.g., in

case 5 the aggregate value is achieved by offering QoS

level-3 (utility volume 8) to half of the data sessions,

while the rest of the data sessions obtain at least the

basic QoS level. So 132 voice sessions contribute utility

volume 1 each, half of the data sessions contribute

utility volume 8 each, and the rest contribute at least 2

each.

Finally, at certain traffic mixes with few voice and

many data sessions, (c1, c2, c2) exhibits the best

performance, based on the rationale of the previous

paragraph. E.g. in case 6, voice is served by the c1

transceiver. The rest of the capacity offers at least QoS

levels-1 and 2 to half of the data sessions (aggregate

utility value is approximately 500).

3.4 Future related work

Results as those in the previous section can be the

foundation for cognitive wireless networks. Currently,

the finds the best configuration based on context,

profiles and policies information, for individual ele-

ments or network segments. A main extension that will

804 Mobile Networks and Applications (2006) 11: 799–811



open the gates for Fsystem-self-aware’ operation will

be the integration of cognitive/learning functions,

which learn from (system) context experienced and

(reconfiguration) decisions made. This will enable fast

(automatic) identification of the best configurations,

based on experience and the current situation.

4 Proof of concept and evaluation: advanced

spectrum management

Improving spectrum usage can be approached in

different ways. Within the ASM component of the

functional architecture two main mechanisms coexist;

the first one exploits spectrum sharing (secondary

usage) between systems operated either by the same

or different NOs, the second through alternative ways

for spectrum allocation within the bands used by a

single NO. The two approaches can be used individu-

ally or complementary and each hosts a series of

mechanisms.

Within the functional architecture, ASM provides

input to DNPM by defining the spectrum limitations in

terms of available bands and interference limits. In

addition, there are also interactions between ASM and

JRRM, where information about short term assign-

ments are exchanged, as input parameters for the

optimisation algorithm, the relationships are depicted

in Fig. 6.

4.1 Spectrum Fscarcity’ and reassignment

Secondary spectrum usage between systems is moti-

vated by the fact that spectrum measurement cam-

paigns have shown that spectrum is not scarce, but is

mostly under- or not appropriately used by the current

RATs. Substantial temporal traffic patterns variations

have been observed for cellular voice services ([16,

17]) as well as for TV broadcast [18] systems. These

measurements have established the existence of Bwhite

spaces’’, even during peak times, when looking into

smaller temporal resolutions (milliseconds to minutes)

[18]. Spectrum occupancy measurements of all bands

between 30 MHz to 3000 MHz, undertaken during the

Republican National Convention in New York [20],

have shown that the occupancy (defined to be the

average duty cycle based on the time-frequency prod-

uct) varied from less than 1% (in the 1240–1300 MHz

Amateur Band) to 77% (in the 174 MHz–216 MHz, TV

Channel 7–13 Band). The overall average usage of the

spectrum within the measurement range amounted to

13% during a peak use period.

Data Sessions Voice Sessions 

Case 1 0  260

Case 2 16 228

Case 3 32 196

Case 4 48 164

Case 5 64 132

Case 6 80 80

Case 7 96 68

Case 8 112 36

Case 9 128 4

Figure 4 Context information on demand.
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These findings underline, that significant improve-

ments may be achieved through secondary spectrum

usage. Secondary spectrum usage, on the inter–

operator level, allows the primary (NO) owner of

the spectrum resource to share their spectrum resource

with other (secondary) NOs. Secondary spectrum usage

requires that both inter system co–channel interference

as well as access control issues are being considered

jointly, even between competing NOs.

Considering the heterogeneous application cases, a

viable solution is to use distributed access control that

offers autonomous mechanisms to cope with local

temporal and space time traffic variations. This implies

that local (distributed) decision making may lead to

clashes with other neighbouring local assignment

areas; hence there are significant challenges for the

radio planning and coordination of such short lived

spectrum allocations.

4.2 Spectrum assignment mechanisms

One mechanism within the functional architecture, to

implement this access control is the use of auctioning

between the systems. This can be implemented at

different levels [23]: including the user- [22], the cell-

[24] or NO levels [26]. Another solution for spectrum

sharing between NOs is the cell-by-cell allocation,

preliminary work in this area has shown promising results

and efficiency gains up to 52% have been shown [15].

As aforementioned, a second option to increase

spectrum efficiency is resource allocation management

of a given single NO within their band. In single NO

Figure 6 Scope of ASM.
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scenarios, multi user resource allocation can be seen as

a distributed optimization problem. As the number of

terminals in a cell, or the number of carriers in a multi-

carrier setting grows, centralized decision making may

become computationally infeasible. Base stations would

have to deal with combinatorial problems, requiring the

global knowledge of all users’ set of useful parameters.

This is costly in terms of resource (because of the

feedback and signalling information to send) and com-

putation time (because of the combinatorial optimization

algorithm complexity). Distributed optimization aims at

transferring the task of making decisions to individual

terminals or agents. This approach reduces complexity

problems, and considerably increases network scalability

and therefore is capable to solve multi-user resource

(including power, bandwidths, etc.) allocation. The

resulting algorithms have to make a trade-off between

fairness among users, system efficiency and computa-

tional complexity.

There are a number of tools for distributed optimi-

zation, the approach chosen applies the concept of

stigmergy (communication by modifying the local

environment), exploiting Bswarm intelligence’’ used

for self-organization of insect populations. In this

approach, the individual agents have little knowledge

and a small range of possible actions, and the individual

agent is bound to very simple local rules. Ported into the

radio resource optimisation space, Fig. 7 (see also [25])

illustrates how such algorithms can adapt to changes in

the number of users and shows the properties in terms

of scalability and convergence.

A further algorithm within the ASM component

applies game theory; users compete to get resources

and they are assumed to act rationally. Each user tries

to maximize their utility function (corresponding for

instance to its QoS, or to a compromise between through-

put and consumed power) until an equilibrium is reached.

The system equilibrium can be defined as the Fefficient

operating point’ and it can be reached by means of pricing

policies or other some other incentives mechanism;

examples for different scenario-dependent bidding strate-

gies are given in [26], [27], and [28].

Distributed optimization mechanisms transfer the

task of decision making to individual terminals or

agents, in this way many complexity problems are

avoided; such scheme considerably increases network

scalability and therefore can handle multi-user re-

source (including power, bandwidths, etc.) allocation

even in large scale scenarios. The resulting algorithms

have to make a trade-off between fairness among

users, system efficiency and computational complexity.

The ASM mechanisms and algorithms defined and

evaluated, as well as their individual efficiency gains

and optimisation functions can be found in [15–28].

Figure 7 Swarm intelligence-
based algorithm adaptation to
changes in the number of
users.
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5 Proof of concept and evaluation: joint radio
resource management

5.1 Operation fundamentals

JRRM operation is based on recommendations/param-

eters provided by DNPM and ASM. The mechanisms

are defined following the assumption that the comple-

mentary characteristics of different RATs (and their

usage patterns) provide the opportunity to exploit

trunking gains that will result from joint management

of the different networks. Interworking between dif-

ferent RATs leads overall to better performance than

the accumulated performances of the stand-alone

systems (i.e., exploiting the different traffic/demand

patterns etc.). This requires the introduction of radio

resource management algorithms that operate from a

joint perspective which takes into account the overall

amount of resources offered by the available RATs,

these algorithms are captured in the JRRM compo-

nent of the functional architecture.

Whenever there is more than one radio technology

that may fulfil the services demands, the system will

need to decide to which of them (RATs) the mobile

should be connected. Several factors may influence

this decision: the network accessibility and the radio

resources availability are the most visible ones, but the

NO and user preferences should also be taken into

consideration, since the commercial strategies also

play a role. By adding a set of rules that goes further

than the pure resources availability, NOs may put in

action their marketing strategies, impacting on the

resource management.

Current operational scenarios (and, likely, even more

in the future) are already multi RAT since the wide

availability of multimode terminals allows users to access

more than one network. Moreover, future terminals

should be virtually able to access any kind of system

through the exploitation of reconfiguration capabilities.

This means that, once known the service to be provided

to the user, JRRM will allow the NO to establish and

maintain the connection between the multimode/recon-

figurable terminal and the Bbest’’ RAT (according to a

given objective), chosen among those available within

its multi-RAT coordinated network.

5.2 Problem description

The inputs available for JRRM decisions consist in the

following.

The RATs deployed, the bandwidth available for

each RAT and the scenarios configuration (i.e., base

station maximum transmitted power level, code se-

quences available in case of WCDMA based RATs,

etc.). Moreover, there are also measurements coming

from the different RANs (e.g., load levels) as well as

measurements coming from the User Equipments

(UEs), such as the received power levels, the path loss

or the Ec/Io (chip energy over noise and interference

spectral density) in case of WCDMA based RATs,

mobile speed, etc. Finally, inputs also comprise techno-

economical aspects, including NO policies, which may

prevail the use of certain RATs in front of others for

different reasons (e.g., commercial strategies, radio

network ownership, etc.) as well as subscriber profiles /

preferences (e.g., considering QoS versus cost).

Accordingly, the outputs of the JRRM operation

include the following parameters.

A recommendation for a potential update on the

RAT selection, this may be applied either for a new

session (joint admission control) or even during a

session (vertical handover). Further, in long-term

technology evolution solutions, this could even apply

for each packet (joint packet scheduling). In addition,

JRRM provides dynamic resource allocation, to set

allocated resources per user at a time scale with fine

granularity (e.g., at frame level). This output intends to

capture actions deriving from load control, congestion

control and packet scheduling actions. It is worth

mentioning that this output could apply directly to

multi-RAT context or could also be seen as a binding

reference for single-RAT RRM mechanisms.

5.3 Solution and indicative results

JRRM algorithms are not subject of standardisation;

they are left to the vendor’s implementation and

constitute an important differentiation aspect among

competing manufacturers. Furthermore, there is not a

universal optimal solution to the JRRM problem, as

long as aspects such as operational scenario, service

mix conditions, QoS constraints, etc. determine the

most suitable approach. In this context, identifying

main driving forces for JRRM algorithm performance,

developing flexible and self-adaptive JRRM approaches

and envisaging advanced solutions are prime important.

In this respect, the Fuzzy-neural JRRM framework

presented in [29] reveals to be a promising solution,

not only for the wide scope of the proposed solution

and the adaptive capabilities deriving from reinforce-

ment learning mechanisms but for the favourable

performance compared to several alternative reference

solutions. In particular, in [29] the proposed solution is

compared to the so-called Non-JRRM, where a direct

service-to-RAT mapping is established (i.e., the algo-

rithm does not exploit JRRM concepts), as well as a
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Load balancing JRRM, where the algorithm intends to

keep the load in the different RATs as evenly as

possible by allocating the user to the least-loaded cell

reachable according also to a multi-service allocation

criterion. The blocking and dropping probabilities for

real-time users (i.e., conversational and streaming) are

particularly improved when using a Fuzzy Neural

JRRM algorithm, whereas non-real-time traffic benefits

more from a system that learns from former allocations.

Indicative results show gains in the range of 36% up to

73% in blocking probability and from 72% up to 81%

in dropping probability when comparing the Fuzzy-

neural JRRM to JRRM strategies based on load

balancing or path loss, respectively. The interested

reader is referred to [29] and references therein for

further details.

6 Conclusions

Wireless service offerings and capabilities will increase

and the communication systems delivering them move

already towards the B3G era, which can be efficiently

realized by means of reconfigurable networking tech-

nologies. However attractive this may sound, it requires

significant alterations in the way networks are man-

aged. The functional architecture provides a framework

that will help to increase radio and spectrum resource

efficiency. It tackles the problem that in heterogeneous

network environments, spectrum and radio resources

are not optimally used. The framework introduces a

hybrid approach where different mechanisms cater for

short medium and long term radio and spectrum

planning and allocation in heterogeneous radio envi-

ronments. Furthermore, it allows optimisation of spec-

trum and radio resource allocations not only over time

but also depending on geographical load distribution,

dynamically adapting to changing requirements. The

hybrid structure of the functional architecture is based

on three different technologies; the efficient manage-

ment of network segments, the intelligent management

of spectrum, as well as the simultaneous management of

resources belonging to numerous RATs. Each of these

technologies is designed with a distinct scope and

simulations show considerable resource savings for the

individual technology.

The integrated operation of the presented technolo-

gies is expected to lead to even further resource savings

and this creates several challenging and exciting new

work areas. Resource optimisation is linked to the

business models of the resource owners. The resource

management architecture will need to support the

implementation of the different business models in

order to make reconfiguration implementation mecha-

nisms efficient. Furthermore, considering the heteroge-

neous application area, the management architecture

need to support distributed operation and will need

being attributed with autonomic computing principles,

in order to maximise scalability and minimise complex-

ity. The functionality of the management architecture

has been partly developed and validated, but has yet to

be equipped with integral learning capabilities.

The functional architecture provides a viable solu-

tion to implement radio and spectrum resource opti-

misation in these heterogeneous radio environments.
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